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MVP Disc Sports was founded in 2010 with the mission of growing disc
golf by producing high-tech premium discs. Utilizing patented GYRO®
Overmold Technology and Fission™ Microbubble Technology, MVP has
established itself as the Leader of Disc Golf Technology. In 2014 we
launched a sister company, Axiom Discs, to focus on the
style and aesthetics of GYRO® Overmold enhanced discs. In
2017 we launched another sibling company, Streamline Discs,
to bring our style of innovation to the solo-mold disc market.
We invite you to explore this introduction to our company,
products, and processes to see how we’ve applied our high
standards to all aspects of the disc golf industry.
If you have any questions we invite you to contact us at
sales@mvpdiscsports.com or to call 844-MVP-DISC (844-687-3472).
Sincerely,
The MVP Disc Sports Team
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MVP and Axiom both feature our flagship material,
Neutron. An opaque and grippy blend, Neutron is
available in the greatest number of models for each
brand in a variety of vibrant colors. MVP Neutron
features all black GYRO® rims, and Axiom Neutron
features a range of color GYRO® rims.
MSRP $17.95

Our original premium plastic blend, Proton is a
translucent core material with stunning optical clarity and vibrant colors. Proton has similar durability
and slightly more grip than our Neutron plastic. The
colorful candy plastic core yields a different aura to
each model and especially suits LED-lighted night
play (MVP Tri-Lit LEDs available). All MVP Proton
will feature a black GYRO® rim, while Axiom Proton
features a vibrant color rim for eye-catching OpticTM
effects. Select putters are available in a special
Proton Soft plastic.
MSRP $16.95

Players wanting a night round or just some highly-visible
plastic can choose Eclipse™ Glow, a configuration that
pairs our vivid Proton core with a white, glow-in-the-dark,
GYRO® rim. These are the only regular production nonblack rims in the MVP lineup. Eclipse™ is currently exclusive to MVP Disc Sports. There is truly no other glow
disc like Eclipse™, with its glowing outer ring providing
consistent flights from your daytime rounds into the night
without requiring additional glow tape or lights.
MSRP $20.95

Plasma is a specialty premium blend, known for its
unique visual appeal with metallic and color-shift
options, as well as its superb semi-gummy grip. Few
premium materials grip this well, and none other look
as cool. We have specially engineered some Plasma
drivers for additional glide and a softened stability.
MSRP $18.95

Fission™ is our breakthrough lightweight material.
Fission™ Microbubble Technology can be used to
create an exceptionally stable ultralight disc, or to
increase the GYRO® effect in a medium weight disc.
Fission™ is opaque with a matte finish. Despite any
comparisons, Fission™ is in a class by itself as the only
lightweight/bubble plastic to ever address weight
distribution. Sellers and throwers are constantly
amazed that Fission™ exceeds the low expectations
set by single-piece lightweight discs.
MSRP $18.95

We strove to reinvent “baseline” with our innovative
Electron plastic. This ultra-grippy all-weather material
will wear its battle scars with pride and fly straighter
with each hit. While retaining the GYRO® effect for
superb line-holding, the matte texture of Electron
produces exceptional grip for confident putting and
throwing. Although a premium disc twice-molded with
precise blends can hardly be considered “base”,
Electron is most similar to chalky baseline putter
blends on the market. Electron comes in a regular,
Soft, and Firm variations to help you find that perfect
feel and grip you can trust.
MSRP $12.95

MAYHEM
Straight-Stable 23mm Driver

Mayhem has a responsive straight-stable profile and plenty of
speed, making it a perfect workhorse driver for many advanced
and expert throwers. Like the MVP 23mm class, the Mayhem
has a pronounced dome to promote distance-covering glide.

GYRO® Technology : ReInventing the Look of Performance

FISSION

The GYRO® Difference
GYRO® is about moving mass outward.
The earliest flying discs were highly gyroscopic,
with a bulky narrow rim at the edge of a thin
plate. As golf discs evolved into a modern
triangular rim shape, that gyroscopic potential
has diminished as the bulk moves inward.
With a single plastic, the disc’s mass is focused on
its fat inner rim. A GYRO® overmolded disc takes
weight away from the bulky inner core and rim
wall, and slams mass all the way out to the
leading edge.
This stabilizes the disc for better line-holding
accuracy, helps act against wind disturbance, and
retains spin longer in flight for a forward finish.

Direction of Spin
Clockwise and counter-clockwise disc
rotations produce opposite side-to-side
movements and ending fade.
Clockwise
RHBH Right-Hand Backhand
LHFH Left-Hand Forehand

Counter-Clockwise
LHBH Left-Hand Backhand
RHFH Right-Hand Forehand

This chart only shows Clockwise flights.
Consider a mirror image result for most
Counter-Clockwise flights.

Limit

With an overstability quotient just under that of the Energy,
the Limit’s speed and stability couple to make a usable but
forceful driver. Even high power throwers will see a fade
begin quite early in flight, so the Limit is not recommended for
average or beginner throwers. Whether you’ve got the power,
or can use an underpowered machine for trick shots, the Limit
is a force of nature by which all high speed overstable drivers
can be measured.

Stable-Overstable
24.5mm Distance Driver

Dimension

24.5mm
Text
MVP Distance Driver Class

Overstable

24.5mm Distance Driver

The Dimension balances overstable resistance to turn
while allowing a full flight before fade. In a universe of
infinite possibilities, a reliable fade certainly helps pinpoint
your landing from a great distance, and that’s what the
Dimension guarantees. Strong throwers will see only the
smallest turnover at high speeds or into headwinds.

Straight-Stable

24.5mm Distance Driver

Teleport

The Teleport’s straight-stable design produces a tight S-curve at
high speeds, with plenty of stability to keep it headed toward its
target. While high power throwers and headwinds can produce
these shallow turnover lines, average throwers will get a long
and manageably resistant driver in the Teleport. Within the
context of the 24.5mm class, Teleport has the most distance
potential for the most throwers in the core distance slot.

Understable

24.5mm Distance Driver

Relativity

The Relativity has a useful understable profile that allows
controllable turnovers, rollers, and high line distance shots.
While its net landing spot will normally be to the understable
side of its launch point, the Relativity’s high speed design
forces an ending fade that nicely pans out of turnovers and
high lines to prevent unwanted rollers.
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23mm MVP Distance Driver Class
Text

Energy

Overstable

23mm Distance Driver

The Energy is our fastest and most power- and turn-resistant
distance driver. Power throwers will be able to unleash their arms
into the wind with confidence given the Energy’s speed and
overstability. Average to low powered players may not get the
same distance potential with Energy as other 23mm or 21.5mm
drivers, but Energy can function as a utility disc for skips or
overhands when underpowered.

Nitro

Stable-Overstable
23mm Distance Driver

The MVP Nitro is a stable-overstable distance driver from the new
high speed 23mm class. Nitro falls in the general stability lineage
of Servo, Volt, Tesla, and Photon, with a turn-resistant profile that
covers ground and guarantees a fade finish. Average throwers
may need lighter weights or headwinds to achieve what little turn
is offered by Nitro, while power throwers will find a workable and
responsive shallow turn.

Octane

Stable-Understable
23mm Distance Driver

The MVP Octane is a stable-understable distance driver from
the new high speed 23mm class. Octane falls in the general
stability lineage of Switch, Amp, Inertia, and Wave, with a
slight-turn profile that holds long and straight until its fade finish.
The 23mm Octane is designed to be relatively less understable
than its 21.5mm counterpart Wave. Average throwers should
see straight flights with fade, while power throwers will be
able to hyzerflip for max distance and tailwind lines.

Catalyst

Understable

23mm Distance Driver

The Catalyst is a perfect starter for big distance. Its stability
profile lends itself to being incredibly useful even when
underpowered. Catalyst is relatively less understable than its
20mm counterpart, the Orbital. High power throwers will be able
to control rollers, sky anhyzers, and tight turns, while average to
low power players will get easy distance with great glide, and a
power responsive amount of turn-to-straight.
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Phase

The Phase caps off the acclaimed 21.5mm Distance class.
Fans of the Photon, Motion, and Resistor will love the
power resistance and wind-fighting characteristics that
make the Phase perfect for throwing strong lines in any
wind condition, with absolute confidence in its overstable
finish. Forehanders, big arms, and those facing a windy
line will appreciate what the Phase adds to their arsenal of
reliable options.

Stable-Overstable
21.5mm Distance Driver

Photon

21.5mm MVP Distance Driver Class
Text

Overstable

21.5mm Distance Driver

The Photon is best described as a longer Tesla, with power
throwers able to achieve some flight extending turn, and
all throwers getting a reliable fade. The Photon is naturally
headwind resistant but average power throwers can use a
headwind to emulate those extended flights of high power
throwers.

Stable-Understable
21.5mm Distance Driver

Wave

The Wave is best described as a longer Inertia, with a
stable-understable flight profile and a responsiveness that makes
it useful across the power spectrum. Available in weights
175g - 155g, the Wave is the type of driver that players may bag
in two or more weights for shot variety. For the most powerful
throws, long gliding turnovers and hyzerflip gut shots are possible
with the Wave. For average powered throws the Wave will simply
extend a variety of lines, from anhyzers to hyzerflips to
headwind-assisted turnovers.

Understable

21.5mm Distance Driver

Orbital

The Orbital is designed as the most understable driver in the
acclaimed 21.5mm Distance class. Fans of the Wave, Inertia, and
Impulse will find a familiar highly responsive character in the
Orbital, as it can be manipulated onto a variety of lines relative to
power level and release angles. Smooth throwers and those with
modest driver power will maximize straight distance flights best
with the Orbital. Power throwers will discover a range of roller, sky
turn, and low ceiling finesse lines
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20mm MVP Distance Driver Class
Text

Motion

Overstable

20mm Distance Driver

The Motion is designed to resist turnover from power or headwind
during a long straight travel, followed by a reliable fade. Fans of
the Resistor will appreciate the Motion’s extended distance with
familiar characteristics. While it serves as a utility driver for
average-power throwers, high-power throwers will find a
trustworthy straight-to-overstable distance workhorse. Forehand
throwers will find its overstability especially useful for torque
resistance.

Tesla

Stable-Overstable
20mm Distance Driver

The Tesla’s responsive design balances a subtle turn and
reliable fade, while a pronounced glide and forward finish gain
extra distance. The Tesla extends high power or headwind lines
and has plenty of bite to fade back reliably and reduce lateral drift.
The Tesla can be considered the big brother to our acclaimed Volt
fairway driver. Choose the Tesla for long-range pinpoint accuracy.

Inertia

Stable-Understable
20mm Distance Driver

The Inertia is the grand debut of our 20mm-wing distance driver
class. This class of controllable distance drivers will all have a
wide weight range from 155g to 175g. This allows for an
unmatched GYRO® Push to give throwers increased control in
their distance drives. The Inertia’s understable profile will allow
high power throwers to achieve consistent hyzerflips that will carry
far and accurately. Its Neutral flight for low power throwers will
allow for reliably straight distance lines with accuracy.

Impulse

Understable

20mm Distance Driver

The Impulse completes our 20mm-wing distance driver class.
This class of controllable distance drivers all have a wide weight
range from 155g to 175g. This allows for an unmatched GYRO®
Push to give throwers increased control in their distance drives.
The Impulse’s understable profile will allow high power throwers to
achieve controllable hyzerflips that will carry far and accurately. Its
Neutral to Understable flight for even low power throwers will allow
for reliably straight to turnover distance lines with accuracy.
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Shock

The Shock is great for those long fairway lines on windy
days. It has very little turn even for both high power
throwers and headwinds. It will get the job done when
it is too windy for the Volt to be your go to driver.

Stable-Overstable
18.5mm Fairway Driver

Volt

18.5mm MVP Fairway Driver Class
Text

Overstable

18.5mm Fairway Driver

The Volt is geared for long, accurate placement shots. The
Volt can hold a long straight line and with a solid, forward
penetrating fade. Reach for the Volt when accuracy is
needed on long, tight fairways.

Neutral-Stable

18.5mm Fairway Driver

Amp

The Amp has a controllable turn with substantial glide and
a subtle fade. It is excellent for both high and low power
players looking for easy, controllable distance with
accuracy.

Overstable

17mm Fairway Driver

Resistor

The Resistor is part of a new slower family of fairway
drivers with a more controllable speed. The combination of
its flat overstable profile and GYRO® technology allows it
to resist turn and experience a strong reliable fade.
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17mm MVP Fairway Driver Class
Text

Servo

Stable-Overstable
17mm Fairway Driver

The Servo is part of a new class of fairway drivers with a
lower power requirement and more controllable speed. Its
extended GYRO® Push yields a straighter lateral
movement and immense glide with an effortless forward
fade. Both high- and low-power throwers alike will achieve
easy pinpoint accuracy with ultimate line control, making
the Servo their go-to placement driver in the fairway.

Switch

Stable-Understable
17mm Fairway Driver

The Switch is part of a new class of fairway drivers with
a lower power requirement and more controllable speed.
Its extended GYRO® Push and understable profile offers
smooth controlled turnovers and a delayed minimal fade.
This disc will excel with its ability to cruise for low power
throwers. The controlled turnover in conjunction with
minimal fade allows for superb accuracy in tight fairways.

16mm MVP Fairway Driver Class

Relay

16

Stable-Understable
16mm Fairway Driver

The Relay features a slim 16mm wing that feels extra chunky
in the hand while still being our easiest to grip driver. While
advanced and expert throwers will have a healthy flip and
turn to carve with, beginner to average disc golfers will get a
controllable straight flyer that doesn’t need much power. The
Relay’s low speed demands make it the easiest MVP driver
to throw for beginners, and the best all-around
“powered-down” disc for experts.

Signal

Understable

16mm Fairway Driver

The Signal is an extremely understable and relatively lowspeed fairway driver, which makes it incredibly easy to throw
for newer players. Thrown at high power, the Signal begs
for lines to be worked through hyzer-flips and height adjustments, yielding everything from laser beams to smooth turns
and rollers on demand. All this turning potential is buffered
by the stabilizing GYRO® effect for a controllable golf disc.
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13mm Midrange Driver

Vector

MVP Midrange Class
Text

Stable-Overstable

The Vector combines a classic stable-overstable midrange
rim with GYRO® Technology to provide long straight lines
with a late and predictable fade. Vector will fight winds with
a straight travel and can handle high-powered throws for
maximum accuracy on those hard-to-reach midrange lines.

Stable-Overstable
13mm Midrange Driver

Matrix

The Matrix is designed to resist turnover for all power levels
and situations, and its stability is best described as a longer
Axiom Envy. Matrix should have a long straight travel for
most throwers, followed by a dependable fade. While this is
not a “meat hook” style overstable midrange, its utility is not
to be underestimated. Release angles make all the difference with this type of midrange, yielding useful flights on
releases from anhyzer to flat and hyzer.

Neutral-Stable

13mm Midrange Driver

Axis

Great glide and tight line-holding accuracy has made the
Axis a standby in MVP bags. While its classic design can
be thrown with ease by newer players, it can also accept
high-power throws for maximum accuracy on those distant
approach shots.
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MVPMidrange
Midrange Class
Class
Text
MVP

Tensor

Overstable

12mm Midrange Driver

The Tensor will exhibit reliable high-speed stability for
power throwers and is great for approach shots on windy
days. The Tensor has outstanding glide coupled with its
great high-speed stability, always followed by a dependable
fade.

Tangent

Stable-Understable
12mm Midrange Driver

Low power throwers will find this disc to be great for easy neutral
lines and effortless glide. The Tangent features a smooth profile
that offers a sleek modern feel, and will fit your hand like a glove.

Vertex

Stable-Understable
12mm Midrange Driver

The Vertex is a utility midrange with an array of understable
tricks ready to lower your scores. It’s more understable
than its Axiom Theory cousin, but has a nice ending fade
to settle it down at your target. Specialty uses include
high gliding lines, hyzerflips and turnovers, and low-power
escape shots where easy precise distance matters.

MVP
Putters
MVP
Putters

Ion
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Stable-Overstable
11mm Putt & Approach

The Ion’s beaded rim design makes it a straight to
overstable flier. Power putters can use the Ion with
confidence. It is capable of holding long powerful lines with
a late subtle fade. This makes it a very versatile putter that
can be used in all conditions.
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Anode

MVP Putters

Neutral-Stable

11mm Putt & Approach

Clean putting releases and straight flights make the Anode
our most accurate putter. Long smooth hyzer and anhyzer
lines are made easy with the Anode as an approach disc.
Great glide contributes to its ability to adapt to any putting
style.

Understable

11mm Putt & Approach

Spin

The Spin has a deep profile like the Ion and Anode, which makes
it great for glide-filled lofty flights. Its controlled understability
makes it suitable for both new and advanced players alike.

Straight-Stable

10mm Putt & Approach

Atom

The Atom is a straight flyer with enormous potential off the tee
and on long approaches. Right off the shelf, the Atom has a
neutral stability with just a bit of fade. Over time the Atom will
wear in to an extremely straight and floaty putter. The Atom
combines Electron baseline putter plastic with the extended flight
phases of GYRO® Overmold Technology, producing a tactile and
controllable go-to putter.

Stable-Overstable
10mm Putt & Approach

Particle

Particle is best described as flying like a more overstable Envy,
able to handle wind and a long straight travel before a guaranteed
fade. As with all MVP and Axiom 10mm class discs, the Particle
has a mildly shallow height that makes it fast in the air and easy
to throw cleanly without wobble
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Mini Discs
Text

Macro Tesla

Straight-Stable
Macro Disc

The Macro Tesla is an 80g and 15cm diameter version of the
famed MVP Tesla driver, designed for Macro Disc Golf with the
upcoming Black Hole® Macro Basket. Macro discs conform to the
PDGA maximum diameter for mini markers, but are much easier
to grip and throw naturally than mini discs. The Macro Tesla has
plenty of stability to handle a full-bore rip, and has been tested at
extraordinary distances by our design team.
MSRP $4.95

Metal Mini Discs
Introducing the MVP & Axiom Metal Mini Drivers and Micro Mini Drivers, perfect as
collector pieces or as the go-to marker for your game. Available in six colors. Both
sizes are machined from high quality aluminum into a sleek driver profile. Whether
you like the heavy metal or a lighter model, there’s a PDGA legal metal marker for
you. Standard metal minis are 10.5cm in diameter and 100g. Micro Minis are
7cm in diameter (PDGA marker minimum) and just 30g.
MSRP $4.95
Please note: Metal Minis are dangerous if thrown and are meant for display/marking only

Nano

Straight-Stable
Mini Disc

The Nano is a mini disc suitable for playing mini disc golf
or as a marker in competitive disc golf. It bears the same
premium quality, aesthetics, and high production standards
as our golf discs in half the diameter. Mark your lie in style,
and reinforce that all-important confidence in your plastic.
For those who enjoy throwing mini discs, the Nano has a
versatile straight-stable flight that can be used for lowpower indoor throws as well as high-power outdoor throws.
The Nano is a must-have for every MVP thrower.

Icon

Neutral-Stable
Mini Disc

The Icon’s wing is designed to fly slightly more understable
than the MVP Nano mini disc. The Icon is perfect for indoor
play, mini games, and of course marking your lie with style.
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The MVP Electron Starter Set offers a budget friendly introduction to the
unique flight and style of MVP Disc Sports. Each boxed set includes
three MVP discs - one putter, midrange, and driver - in an assortment
of Electron and its Soft and Firm blends. These make excellent gifts for
those who have never played, as well as disc golfers curious about the
MVP Electron lineup and MVP fans looking for an easy booster pack.
The MVP Electron Starter Set is packaged in a heavy duty cardboard
box with awesome full coverage color MVP graphics, sized
MSRP $34.95
approximately 9” x 9” x 2”.

MVP Starter Sets

Electron Starter Set Pack

Premium Starter Set
The MVP Premium Starter Set offers an easy introduction to the quality
and style of MVP Disc Sports. Each boxed set includes three MVP discs
- one Electron putter, and one midrange and driver in an assortment of
our Premium plastics: Plasma, Neutron, and Proton. These make
excellent gifts for those who have never played, as well as disc golfers
who don’t know what to try from the MVP lineup and MVP fans looking
for an easy booster pack. The MVP Premium Starter Set is packaged
in a heavy duty cardboard box with awesome full coverage color MVP
graphics, sized approximately 9” x 9” x 2”.
MSRP $39.95

10 Disc Assortment
Mine those hills of gold with our assortments of 2017 Circuit
stamped discs while supplies last. These random assortments may
include: Plasma Octane, Plasma Catalyst, Proton Atom, Neutron
Teleport, and Neutron Relativity. There’s no weight, model, or color
preferences to be found in a random assortment, but at these prices,
you’ll find an eager buyer for everything in your 2017 Circuit stash.
MSRP $13.95 per disc
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Love glow golf or want to give it a try? MVP has everything
you need from glow discs, lights, and accessories. Players
looking for glow discs or just some highly-visible plastic can
choose Eclipse™ Glow, a configuration that pairs our vivid
Proton core with a white, glow-in-the-dark, GYRO® rim. If you
are looking to add some glow to your standard discs, MVP
offers two options, the MVP Tri-Lit LEDs and UFO Glow Rings.
The Eclipse™ glow rims and UFO Glow rings pair perfectly
with the powerful MVP UV Flashlight to instantly activate a
bright and lasting glow. With your plastic lit up, its time to light
the target! MVP Fusion Sticks are a fast and affordable way to
light your basket, simply crack the glow core to activate and
clip on to your bag or basket for a glow that will last the entire
round. For a reusable option, MVP offers the Event Horizon
and Lunar Module LED basket lights.
Keep the game going after dark with MVP’s line up of glow
products and Glow The Sport!

22
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MVP Tri-Lit LED Lights

UFO Glow Vinyls

MVP Fusion™ Glow Sticks

Black Hole® Event Horizon
LED Disc Golf Basket Light

Eclipse™ Macro Tesla

MVP Lunar Module
LED Basket Light

MVP UV Flashlight
with MVP Eclipse™ Logo

Eclipse™ Tesla
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Streamline Discs
Text

We broke the mold with MVP and redefined its beauty with Axiom.
We see what’s out there, and we can do it better.
Streamline Discs — familiar plastics,
exciting solo-mold designs, stock multi-foil stamps —
all at lower prices than anyone.

Stable-Understable
10mm Putt & Approach

Pilot

The Pilot has a medium-depth grip, small-bead wing design, flat

Speed Glide Turn Fade top, and a comfortable rounded nose. The Pilot’s feel in the hand

2

5

-1

1

with grippy Electron plastics will inspire confidence, while its dead
straight flight takes you right to the pin. MVP throwers will find the
Pilot’s depth in between the Atom and Anode, and its flight most
similar to a seasoned Anode.

Straight-Stable
21mm Distance Driver

Speed Glide Turn Fade

11

5

-1

2

Trace

The Trace has a manageable 21mm rim width and straight-stable
flight that places it squarely in the Speed 11 Power Straight
market. The Trace’s moderate dome is smooth and even, with a
shoulder and depth that yields excellent glide. Most players will be
able to stand the Trace up on a hyzerflip, but the Trace will soak
up plenty of power before being pushed off its straight line. Its
ending fade is smooth but dependable for easy ranging.
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We know you want to get out and throw. At MVP Disc Sports,
your passions are our passions. Just like you, we want to grow
this sport in amazing ways. MVP Circuit Events are a great
way to run your favorite disc golf event.

If you’ve never directed an event before, we have
you covered each step of the way!

New tools for you to use! Such as:

Online Registration

Event Flyers

Printable
Scorecards

Ultra Fast Shipping

http://www.mvpcircuitevents.com/

Axiom Discs feature MVP’s

heavier rim, lighter core.
old school disc physics meets
the modern beveled wing

Axiom Discs models represent a system
of complementary flight characteristics.
Although every thrower is unique, the relationships
between models should remain constant for all users.
Rather than assign numeric values, we illustrate a
spectrum of flights thrown flat from high to low power.
Trust your throwing style and angles to interpret these
flight descriptions. Your results may vary.

Direction of Spin
Clockwise and counter-clockwise disc
rotations produce opposite side-to-side
movements and ending fade.
Clockwise
RHBH Right-Hand Backhand
LHFH Left-Hand Forehand

Counter-Clockwise
LHBH Left-Hand Backhand
RHFH Right-Hand Forehand

This chart only shows Clockwise flights.
Consider a mirror image result for most
Counter-Clockwise flights.

www.axiomdiscs.com

Panic

Expert throwers will find the Panic reliably stable into a headwind, while average throwers will get a fully turn-resistant
high speed option. Compared to the MVP 23mm models,
Panic is more overstable than Octane, but not as extreme as
the Nitro.

Straight-Stable
23mm Distance Driver

23mm Axiom Distance Driver Class
Text

Overstable

23mm Distance Driver

Mayhem

The Mayhem is a new high-speed distance driver from Axiom
Discs. Mayhem is the straight-stable disc of a three-model
23mm class to be released in 2017. Like the MVP 23mm class,
the Mayhem has a pronounced dome to promote distancecovering glide. Expert throwers will find the Mayhem ready to
stand up and boom or drift over from flat, while average
power throwers will be able to mash on it without fear of
unmanageable turn.

Understable

23mm Distance Driver

Tenacity

Average and developing throwers will find a highly usable
straight-with-fade driver in the Tenacity, while expert
throwers will need to call upon that expertise to adjust hyzer
angle and shot height. With proper form the Tenacity easily
qualifies as “sneaky long”. Tenacity is best compared to a
worn MVP Catalyst
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21.5mm Axiom Distance Driver Class
Text

Thrill

Overstable

21.5mm Distance Driver

The Thrill will be workably overstable for just about any arm,
with strong resistance to turn even in strong headwinds. As
a 21.5mm class GYRO® driver, the Thrill is designed to hit a
midpoint of stability between two MVP Disc Sports models,
the Phase and Photon.

Defy

Straight-Stable

21.5mm Distance Driver

The Defy will be straight for a wide range of players and
situations. For tailwinds and lower powered players, the
Defy’s overstable nature will come out. For light headwinds
and higher powered players, the Defy will fly some remarkably
straight and s-curve lines. As a 21.5mm class GYRO® driver,
the Defy is designed to hit a midpoint of stability between two
MVP Disc Sports models, the Photon and Wave.

Vanish

Understable

21.5mm Distance Driver

20mm Axiom Distance Drivers

The Vanish will be straight to understable depending on the
thrower and wind conditions. The Vanish’s stability profile
places it near a threshold of being straight at low power or
in tailwinds, and controllably understable at high power or in
mild headwinds. As a 21.5mm class GYRO® driver, the
Vanish is designed to hit a midpoint of stability between two
MVP Disc Sports models, the Wave and Orbital.
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Fireball

Overstable

20mm Fairway Driver

The Fireball is overstable and wind-resistant like the MVP
Motion, but has an overall straighter and longer flight profile.
The Fireball has a longer forward push during its early stage
of fade, where the Motion would have begun a long gradual
fade. At the end of its flight the Fireball will drop later and
more abruptly than the Motion.
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20mm Fairway Driver

Wrath

The Wrath is a more turn-resistant complement to the
Insanity. Just as the Insanity mimics a broken-in Inertia,
the Wrath brings a worn-in flavor to the beloved Tesla flight
profile. Power throwers will find the Wrath able to turn on
command to stretch out and shape distance lines, while
average throwers will see a bit of resistance useful for
headwinds and fading lines. The low-speed fade of the Wrath
is enough to range your shot and rein in a turnover line..

Neutral-Stable
20mm Fairway Driver

Insanity

20mm Axiom Distance Driver Class
Text

Stable-Overstable

The Insanity is the first of our 20mm Distance Driver class for
Axiom Discs, complementing the MVP 20mm class. The
Insanity is best described as a worn-in MVP Inertia, with
slightly more high speed turn and a diminished fade. For
average power throwers the Insanity will be remarkably
straight, while high power throwers can execute precise flip
and turnover lines with ease. Whether you’re looking for that
sweet-spot worn disc flight, or you’re looking to achieve
bigger Inertia lines with less power, give Insanity a shot.

Understable

20mm Fairway Driver

Virus

The Virus is Axiom’s easiest to throw distance driver, with a
glide and responsive understability that keeps it in the air.
Power throwers will be able to flex huge turnover shots with
straight forward fade. Average throwers will be able to extend
and shape lines using the Virus’ turn and gentle fade.

Clash

The Clash is a unique line-shaping complement to the Crave,
built to open up more lines on the fairway. Wherever the
Crave is too straight, or doesn’t fade enough, the Clash picks
up and shines. High-power throws will activate a greater
turning phase than Crave to shape lines; however at any
power level the Clash will fade more than the Crave. This
yields a responsive and rangeable fairway driver.
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17mm Axiom Fairway Driver Class

Overstable

17mm Fairway Driver
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17mm Axiom Fairway Drivers
Text

Crave

Straight-Stable
17mm Fairway Driver

The Crave provides controllable straight flights with a great
feel and loads of dual-color style. Relative to MVP drivers, the
Crave is like a seasoned Servo. The popular “worn
workhorse-stable” vibe is achieved with subtle wing
contours that also feel great in the hand. The stability,
range of weights, and easy throw make the Crave a
GYRO® rig staple.

Inspire

Understable

17mm Fairway Driver

The Inspire is the second fairway driver from Axiom Discs,
and is an understable complement to the breakout hit Crave.
Skilled players will be able to get smooth straight and
turnover/flip lines from the Inspire, while beginners and
lower-powered throwers will gain distance and usability from
its understable nature. Inspire is the easiest-to-throw GYRO®
driver.

Alias

Straight-Stable
12mm Midrange

Axiom Midrange Class

The Alias is a straight-flying placement midrange
similar to the popular Tangent, but with a bit more
high-speed stability. This point-and-shoot midrange
has the ability to lock into straight lines and hyzers,
as well as pan out of high anhyzer shots and shallow
helix lines. The Alias simply goes where it is sent.
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Theory

Understable
12mm Midrange

The Theory is the perfect complement to the Alias. A
flat release with moderate power will allow a gradual
and predictable turn with great drift. Low power
throwers can achieve very straight, neutral lines.
Power throwers can also use this for consistent
hyzerflips with an extended glide.
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10mm Putt & Approach

Axiom Putters Class
Text

Stable-Overstable

Envy

The Envy has a smooth modern feel that fits in the
hand perfectly, lending confidence for both putt and
approach duties. The Envy exhibits reliable high-speed
stability and a minimal fade. With a slightly lower
profile and cruising speed than the Ion and Anode
class, the Envy is a uniquely “lid-like” stable putter.

Straight-Stable

10mm Putt & Approach

Proxy

The Proxy shares the Envy mold’s core, lending the
same low-profile feel and solid grip, along with a short
wing width and wide flight plate diameter for superior
glide. The Proxy sets itself apart from the Envy with
a remarkably straight forward-fading finish. A bit of
high-speed turn potential allows the Proxy’s lines to be
manipulated over a broad range of power, and helps
less powerful throwers achieve straight putter drives.

Premium Starter Set
The Axiom Premium Starter Set offers an easy introduction to the quality
and style of Axiom Discs. Each boxed set includes three Axiom discs
- one Electron putter, and one midrange and driver in an assortment
of our Premium plastics: Plasma, Neutron, and Proton. These make
excellent gifts for those who have never played, as well as disc golfers
who don’t know what to try from the Axiom lineup and Axiom fans looking
for an easy booster pack. The Axiom Premium Starter Set is packaged
in a heavy duty cardboard box with awesome full coverage color Axiom
MSRP $39.95
graphics, sized approximately 9” x 9” x 2”.
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Text

Come join us at the annual festival of all things MVP,
Axiom, and Streamline at GYROpalooza 2018.
GYROpalooza kicks off with a tournament at the beautiful
Marlette disc golf course were you can win prizes and put
your GYRO® to the test against your fellow GYROnauts.
After the tournament, we open up the factory to give you
chance to meet with Team MVP, MVP’s top artists, and the
founders of the company. You can also stamp your own
GYROpalooza disc and get your disc customized at
the factory by one of the artists!
Festival games, access to the largest collection of GYRO® on
earth, and fun with everyone here at MVP will undoubtedly
make GYROpalooza 2018 our greatest event yet!
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GYROPALOOZA 2018
MARLETTE, MI

-

SEPTEMBER 14th-15th, 2018
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Backpack Disc Golf Bags
Text

MSRP $174.95

MVP Voyager Pro
• Large size in the MVP backpack series
• Heavy duty padded straps and back support
• Average capacity 22 discs
• Main compartment: 20-22 drivers/mids
• Putter pocket: 2 putters
• Large upper storage compartment
• 3 Convertible upper and putter pocket closures
• 2 side zipper pockets
• Strap to secure stool or umbrella

• 2 Large 32oz drink holders
• Mini pocket fits large/multiple minis
• Zippered scorecard pocket
• Golf pencil/marker pocket
• Custom MVP zipper pulls
• Full-width access to all discs in main compartment
• Heavy duty plastic stabilizer feet
• Excellent tipping resistance and durability
• Black with accent side and strap panels

Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

Navy
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Lime

Raspberry

Orange

Slate-Grey

White

Black
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• Introduction medium size in the MVP backpack series
• Heavy duty padded straps and back support
• Average capacity 20 discs
• Main compartment: 18 drivers/mids
• Putter pocket: 2 putters
• Large upper storage compartment
• 3 Convertible upper and putter pocket closures
• 2 side zipper pockets
• Strap to secure stool or umbrella
• 2 Large and 2 Small drink holders
• Mini pocket fits large/multiple minis
• Zippered scorecard pocket
• Golf pencil/marker pocket
• Custom MVP zipper pulls
• Full-width access to all discs in main compartment
• Heavy duty plastic stabilizer feet
• Excellent tipping resistance and durability
• Black with accent side and strap panels

Text
Backpack Disc Golf Bags

MVP Voyager

Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

MSRP $159.95

Navy

Lime

Yellow

Pink

Orange

Slate-Grey

White

Lt. Blue

Raspberry

Black

MVP Voyager Slim

• Compact size in the MVP backpack series
• Heavy duty padded straps and back support
• Average capacity 18 discs
• Main compartment: 16 drivers/mids
• Putter pocket: 2 putters
• Large upper storage compartment
• 3 Convertible upper and putter pocket closures
• 2 side zipper pockets
• Strap to secure stool or umbrella
• 2 Large and 2 Small drink holders
• Mini pocket fits large/multiple minis
• Zippered scorecard pocket
• Golf pencil/marker pocket
• Custom MVP zipper pulls
• Full-width access to all discs in main compartment
• Heavy duty plastic stabilizer feet
• Excellent tipping resistance and durability
• Black with accent side and strap panels

Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

MSRP $119.95
Navy

Lime

Raspberry
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White
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Classic Disc Golf Bags
Text

MSRP $64.95

MVP Nucleus Tournament Bag
• Holds 18-22 discs (including 2 in front putter pocket)
• Attachments available for included shoulder strap, or for MVP Back Straps
• Rigid padded bottom
• Rigid and thickly padded walls
• 2 Insulated drink holders
• Screen printed accented MVP bar logo
• 2 Internal velcro dividers
• 4 Ball feet to keep off ground and extend the life of the bottom
• 2 Full size zippered side compartments
• 2 Quick access side pouches (great for a few minis, phone, keys, etc.)
• Adjustable shoulder strap included
• Pencil holder next to putter pocket
• Small utility pocket next to putter pocket
• Zippered pouch inside of the zippered side compartment
• High quality materials and craftsmanship
• Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

Royal Blue
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Lime

Yellow

Red

Pink

Orange

Slate-Grey

White

Lt. Blue
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Classic Disc Golf Bags
Text

MVP Beaker Competition Bag
• Holds 12-15 discs (including 1-2 discs in
front putter pocket depending on disc depth)
• Attachments available for included shoulder strap, or for
MVP Back Straps
• Rigid padded bottom
• Insulated drink holder
• Screen printed accented MVP bar logo
• 2 Internal velcro dividers
• 4 Ball feet to keep off ground and extend the life of the
bottom
• 1 Full size zippered side compartment (fits 2 discs)
• 1 Quick access side pouch
• Side slit pouch for score card and mini
• Adjustable shoulder strap included
• High quality materials and craftsmanship
• Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

MSRP $39.95

Royal Blue

Lime

Red

Pink

Orange

Yellow

Teal

MVP Cell Starter Bag
• Holds 12-15 discs (including 1-2 discs in
front putter pocket depending on disc depth)
• Bold color fabric (lime, pink, red, or royal blue) with black
accents
• Attachments available for included shoulder strap, or for
MVP Back Straps
• Rigid padded bottom
• Insulated drink holder
• Screen printed accented MVP bar logo
• 2 Internal velcro dividers
• 4 Ball feet to keep off ground and extend the life of the
bottom
• 1 Full size zippered side compartment
(fits 2 discs)
• 1 Quick access side pouch
• Side slit pouch for score card and mini
• Adjustable shoulder strap included
• High quality materials and craftsmanship
• Protected with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

MSRP $14.95

Royal Blue

Lime

Red

Pink

MVP Bag Straps

MVP Drawstring Bag

MSRP $19.95
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MSRP $14.95
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Conversion Kits also now available!
Permanent Conversion
Wholesale Price: $35 / MSRP: $74.95
Portable Conversion
Wholesale Price: $45 / MSRP: $94.95

Next Tee Arrows now
available for MVP Portal!

Wholesale Price: $5 / MSRP: $11.95

Text
®

The Black Hole® Portal Course Basket is the flagship model in the MVP Black Hole® Basket Series, built for
disc golf courses and individuals seeking the highest performance and quality for the best price in the sport.
The Portal boasts 3 tiers and 30 strands of high visibility stainless steel chains, symmetrically spaced for the
best catching and error reduction on the market. All-metal construction is built for the demanding conditions of
course installation and hardcore home practice. With permanent installation and portable base configurations
available, the PDGA Championship Approved Portal is ready for any and all course-quality applications.
The Portal will be available in two configurations — with a portable base, or with a permanent installation kit
— with all features above the base being identical. We will offer special pricing for 9 hole and 18 hole courses
when all baskets are purchased together.
• Available with Portable Base or Permanent Installation Kit
• Seamless Matte header band in Black, White, Red, Blue, or
Yellow
• Header galvanized followed by powder coated outer shell for
extra durability and protection
• 30 high visibility stainless steel heavy duty course weighted
chains
• Three symmetrically spaced complete tiers of chain for no
weak spots
• Best ever catching design combining chain geometry, quality, and quantity
• PDGA Championship Approved
• Sturdy all metal construction, all joints welded
• Hot-dipped galvanized base, pole/sleeve, and cage
• Additional Permanent Sleeves and Poles available for multiple pins or converting Portable to Permanent
• Save with Drop Shipping from MVP Distribution Headquarters at no extra charge
• Unbeatable Pricing for 9 and 18 Hole Courses

• Covered by 20-Year Limited Warranty

MSRP $449.95

AVAILABLE COLORS

MVP Black Hole® Baskets
44

COMING 2018

Black Hole® Gravity

The Black Hole® Gravity is designed for the most realistic putting experience off the course
or as a viable option for permanent use on the course. The Gravity is built to standard PDGA
height and size regulations with added features of a Portal-style basket and added chains.
The Black Hole® Gravity basket also features a seamless white matte powder coating and our
double chain tiered design with 26 heavy duty galvanized course weighted chains, 13 outer
and 13 inner chains with Black Hole® equidistant orientation for zero weak pockets.
AVAILABLE COLORS
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The Black Hole® ProHD is designed for the most realistic
premium putting experience off the course. Built to standard
PDGA height and size regulations and assembles in under 1
minute. The Black Hole® ProHD basket also features a
seamless black matte powder coating and our double chain
tiered design with 30 high visibility zinc coated heavy duty
course weighted chains, 12 outer, 12 middle, and 6 inner
chains with Black Hole® equidistant orientation for zero
weak pockets.

MVP Black Hole® Baskets

Black Hole® Pro HD

MSRP $179.95

Black Hole® Pro
The Black Hole® Pro is designed for the most realistic
putting experience off the course. Built to standard PDGA
height and size regulations and assembles in under 1
minute. The Black Hole® Pro basket also features a
seamless black matte powder coating and our double chain
tiered design with 24 high visibility zinc coated heavy duty
course weighted chains, 12 outer and 12 inner chains with
Black Hole® equidistant orientation for zero weak pockets.
MSRP $159.95
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MVP Black Hole® Baskets

Black Hole® Precision
The Black Hole® Precision is designed to hone your putting
routine with unforgiving difficulty. Built to standard PDGA
height and size regulations and assembles in under 1
minute. The Black Hole® Precision basket also features a
seamless black matte powder coating and 12 high visibility
zinc coated course weighted chains. A narrowly focused
target area at just 12” chain tier diameter pushes your
accuracy to the limit.

MSRP $139.95

Black Hole® Practice
The Black Hole® Practice is designed for high quality,
lightweight, and affordability. Built to standard PDGA height
and size regulations and assembles in under 1 minute. The
Black Hole® Practice basket features a seamless black matte
powder coating and our double chain tiered design with 24
high visibility zinc coated lightweight chains, 12 outer and 12
inner chains with Black Hole® equidistant orientation for zero
weak pockets.
MSRP $134.95
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Expansion of the Black Hole® universe continues with the
new Black Hole® Macro! The Black Hole® Macro stands
at 39” tall with an 18” diameter (99cm x 45cm) making it
essentially a 3/4-scale disc golf basket! Throwing on a
basket this size feels like a sport, not a toy game or
miniaturization. With two tiers of 12 chains each, totaling
24 strands, the Black Hole® Macro will not be letting
good shots past.
MSRP $109.95

MVP Black Hole® Baskets

Black Hole® Macro

Black Hole® Mini
The Black Hole® Mini is designed to be the best Mini Disc
Golf basket on the market. The 26-inch basket is designed in
the Black Hole® style but built for mini discs. The Mini basket
also features a seamless black matte band and our double
chain tiered design with 24 mini scale strands, 12 outer and
12 inner chains with Black Hole® equidistant orientation for
zero weak pockets. Perfect for fun around the house or a
place to store your mini discs!
MSRP $89.95

Black Hole® Micro
The Black Hole® Micro is designed to #growthesport by
taking disc golf to the desk! The Micro stands at 6.5” in height
with 1/8” welded wire construction with signature Black Hole®
style. A great conversation piece and perfect scale for coins
and bottle caps.
MSRP $34.95
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The world’s best practice basket, now in color.
MSRP $159.95
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New wholesale price!
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Apparel
Text

MVP “Ion Orbit” Dri-Fit Tee
High quality dri-fit with iconic Ion atomic orbit logo
on front, and MVP Orbit logo on back.
Sizes:
MVP “Ion Orbit” Dri-Fit Tee

S, M, L, XL
$19.95

Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Orange

MVP “Throw GYRO® ” Dri-Fit Tee
Understated dri-fit design with small MVP Orbit
logo front, and shoulder-wide Throw GYRO® logo
on back.
Sizes:
MVP “Throw GYRO™” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Orange

M, XL

$19.95

MVP “Chain Logo” Dri-Fit Tee
Large two-tone front print brings some glitch and
grunge to the MVP look, with chain links made of
distressed MVP logos and broad MVP bar logo
above.
Sizes:
MVP “Chain Logo” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Orange

S, M, XL
$19.95

MVP “Graph Bar” Dri-Fit Tee
Wide chest logo across the front in two color
print features familiar graph pattern, GYRO® disc
diagram, and MVP bar logo.
Sizes:
MVP “Graph Bar” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Orange

S, M, L, XL
$19.95

MVP “Techno Target” Dri-Fit Tee
Modern three-color large front print brings an
edgy glitch vibe to the MVP bar logo and
silhouette of a deeply rooted basket.
Sizes:
MVP “Techno Target” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Orange
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S, M, XL
$19.95
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Three-color geometric print with the Axiom Discs
pyramid logo duplicated to a pair of diamonds.
Sizes:

Apparel
Text

Axiom “Diamond” Dri-Fit Tee

S, M, L, XL

Axiom “Diamond” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red

$19.95

Axiom “Side Bar” Dri-Fit Tee
Single-color print featuring large Axiom Discs bar
logo in vertical stripe on front, and familiar Axiom
pyramid in Proton styling on back.
Sizes:

S, M, L, XL

Axiom “Side Bar” Dri-Fit Tee
Colors: Black, Grey, Navy, Red, Green

$19.95

MVP “Orbit Logo” Collared Polo
Professional athletic gear for work, home, or the
PDGA Tour, classic black with MVP Orbit logo on
front chest, and white stripes along the side and
inner arm.
Sizes:

S, M, L, XL

MVP “Orbit Logo” Collared Polo
Colors: Black/White

$34.95

MVP & Axiom Stretch-Fit Hats
Comfortable, breathable, and stylish hats to
keep the sun out of your eyes while you clean up
those birdies. Axiom cap only available in Red.
MVP & Axiom Stretch-Fit Hats
MVP Colors: Black, Navy
Axiom Colors: Red

$19.95
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Disc Golf Accessories
Text

Lunar Module LED Basket Light

MSRP $8.95

A technological advancement in basket lighting has led us to the
Lunar Module LED basket light. This light is fully remote
controllable, offering many different color lighting options at the
push of a button. Elevate your Glow rounds with these premium
basket lights.

Event Horizon Disc Golf Basket Light

MSRP $8.95

Illuminate your basket! 13cm diameter, 6mm thin, magnetic
attachment to basket, 7 powerful LEDs, 2 replaceable 3V button
cell batteries, 6-8 hours steady brightness and up to 48 hours
night visibility.

MVP Tri-Lit LED

MSRP $2.95

Introducing the new and improved Tri-Lit LED Lights by MVP
Disc Sports. These familiar micro LED units are designed to be
taped to the center of a disc for night play, but can be used in
a variety of creative ways. A button located between the three
lights under the printed MVP logo circuit cover switches power
on/off. This Multicolor model auto-cycles beautifully through a
range of vibrant color and flash modes using blends of its three
LED lights.

MVP UV Flashlight

MSRP $7.95

Kick your night golf up to the next level by charging your glow
the right way - with MVP-approved UV light! Glow-in-the-dark
material charges quicker and stays glowing longer when charged
with UV light. The MVP UV Flashlight uses a familiar compact
form factor and packs a powerful UV bulb and 3 AAA replaceable
batteries (included). Each MVP UV Flashlight is black with metal
casing and features MVP and Eclipse™ Glow logos. Denselypacked Eclipse™ Glow Proton charges quickly and efficiently
with the MVP UV Flashlight applied directly to the glow surface.

UFO Glow Rings

MSRP $4.95

Sometimes “glow golf” just isn’t the same with LEDs, and for
those players MVP Distribution HQ is proud to offer UFO Glow
Rings! These adhesive sticker packs bring an evenly-weighted
and removable solution to make any disc glow-in-the-dark.

MVP Fusion Sticks

MSRP $1.95

Radiate your focus on the chains with new MVP Fusion Sticks!
These glow-in-the-dark sticks are activated by snapping in half and
include a hook and string for quick hanging and removal from any
basket in play. Fusion Sticks come one per package in available
colors of Red, Blue, or Green. Disc golfers’ primary use for Fusion
Sticks is for nighttime play - simply hang a Fusion Stick on your
target and it’s visible from a great distance without blinding the
player. Fusion Sticks make a great add-on for evening events,
holiday gift packs, giveaways, and night golf bundles.
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MSRP $11.95

An essential accessory in any disc golfers bag, these high-quality
golf towels have embroidered logos and attached clips, ready to
be attached to your bag and help keep your grip consistent.

Osmosis Sport Bag

MSRP $7.95

Optimize your grip with the Osmosis Sport Bag! A quick toss of
this compact rectangular sport bag will prep your throwing hand
for perfect grip and a clean release. Keep one in the bag and
never sweat your grip again. The Osmosis Sport Bag is
available with MVP, Axiom, or Streamline logo printed on green,
red, orange, pink, black, blue, yellow, or light blue.
Makes a great gift or player’s pack idea!

Osmosis Sport Ball

Disc Golf Accessories

MVP/Axiom/Streamline Towels

MSRP $7.95

Optimize your grip with the Osmosis Sport Ball! A quick toss of
this compact spherical sport bag will prep your throwing hand for
perfect grip and a clean release. Keep one in the bag and never
sweat your grip again. The Osmosis Sport Ball is available with
MVP, Axiom, or Streamline logo printed on green, red, orange,
pink, black, blue, yellow, or light blue. Makes a great gift or
player’s pack idea!

MVP Logo Water Bottle

MSRP $13.95

Stay hydrated in style with the MVP Logo Water Bottle! This
sleek translucent plastic water bottle features 700ml capacity in
BPA Free recyclable material, with a heavy duty hinged carabiner
clip built in. The top pops open with a hinged cap for drinking,
and unscrews for refills. Available bottle colors are black, red,
blue, and lime. Every orbiter needs hydration so choose the MVP
Logo Water Bottle!

MVP Circuit Events Clipboard

MSRP $4.95

Switch on your circuit board with the MVP Circuit Events
Clipboard! This compact 4.5” x 6” clear plastic clipboard features
a strong metal clip and quality white screen print MVP Orbit and
Circuit Events logos. These clipboards are stylish and efficient,
giving players some #ThrowGYRO flair while they document
birdies for the hole. Makes an excellent add-on for Circuit
Events, retail stores, holiday gift packs, player’s packs,
and giveaways.

HIVE Disc Claw Retriever

MSRP $19.95

The Claw from Hive Disc Golf is an improved underwater disc
retriever that does double the disc catching and a fraction of the
soil disruption. Four claw-like prongs do all the work of snagging
your sunken disc above or below the Claw, while its center bar
combs above the soil rather than unnecessarily dredging up the
full width into a cloudy-watered mess. Comes with long string
and a ring on the end to prevent slip-outs when tossing into
AVAILABLE COLORS:
the water.
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Disc Golf Accessories
Text

Gyro Spinners

MSRP $14..95

These 58g spinners are machined from aluminum and spin for
minutes on end. Spinner colors include blue, gold, and black.
The center caps are engraved with an MVP Orbit logo and
GYRO® logo. With their hefty construction the gyroscopic
effect is quite pronounced - when spun up, the spinner will
resist even slight changes in orientation. The same
physics that make the spinner resist slight turns in your
hand are echoed in a flying GYRO® disc, resisting wind and
torques that can otherwise produce unpredictable shots,
holding the disc in an efficient wing orientation for longer.

MVP Memo Cube with Micro Pallet

MSRP $9..95

Like our discs, this memo pad will be a conversation starter.
The stack of memo sheets combine to produce an MVP
Distribution HQ logo on each side, and the wooden micro
pallet underneath makes the whole setup look like something
out of a top secret warehouse.
Dimensions for the Memo Cube are 3.25” x 3.25” x 2.75”
including pallet. We imagine these memo pads will primarily
be used by dealers for office or front counter duty, but diehard
Gyronauts will want one for their home office!

GYRO® Wristbands

MSRP $1..95

Show off your favorite disc golf brands with the MVP and
Axiom silicone wristbands. MVP wristbands feature the classic
black and white, while the Axiom wristbands are available in
many vibrant color options.

MVP Rubber Key Chains

MSRP $1..95

Rubber MVP Orbit logo keychain and attached metal clip for
quick access and use.

MVP Carabiners

MSRP $1..95

One of our most handy supplementary accessories, use the
MVP carabiner to attach towels or other accessories with
ease.

MVP Bottle Opener

MSRP $2.95

Be prepared in the kitchen or out on the course with this heavy
gauge metal bottle opener with grippy rubber MVP cover.
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MSRP $4.95

Add a bit of flare with these MVP Axiom and
Streamline patches. These embroidered patches come in
colors ranging from MVP’s classic black and white to many
different color options with Axiom and Streamline.

MVP Orbit Koozies

Disc Golf Accessories
Text

Patches

MSRP $4.95

Keep your beverage cold and show off your favorite disc golf
brand with MVP and Axiom insulated drink koozie.

Axiom Hatch Logo Koozies

MSRP $4.95

Induldge your innner punk and sip away a cold
beverage with this Axiom branded insulated drink koozie.

MVP Orbit Bag Tags

MSRP $4.95

Show off your favorite disc golf brand with the MVP Orbit bag
tags! Available in Black, Pink, Blue, Red, Green and Yellow.

MVP Tripod Stool

MSRP $15.95

Great for use in a round of disc golf or out on a nature hike,
this premium sturdy MVP Tripod stool collapses for easy
storage and provides a comfortable seat on the go.

MVP Orbit Umbrella
Protect yourself and your equipment from the
elements with the MVP Orbit Umbrella. This large 68” and
standard 23” umbrella are designed to help keep you dry
when the weather is less than cooperative.
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Lanyards

MSRP $1.95

Show off your favorite disc golf brand with embroidered
lanyards from MVP, Axiom, and Streamline. Lanyards
come in colors ranging from MVP’s classic black and
white to many different color options with Axiom and
Streamline.

MVP & Axiom Vinyl Stickers

High grade vinyl window decals for any use.
Represent MVP and Axiom wherever you go.
MVP “Orbit” Available in multiple new colors!

MSRP $3.95

MVP logo
MVP “Throw GYRO®”
MVP Orbit
Axiom Pyramid
Streamline Discs

MVP “Orbit” Colored Vinyl Stickers

MSRP $3.95

High grade vinyl window decal for any use.
Represent MVP wherever you go. MVP “Orbit” logo
now available in multiple new colors!
AVAILABLE COLORS:

MVP Markers

MSRP $1.95

Tag your discs and various disc golf equipment with the
MVP Markers. A must have essential item for the disc
golf bag.

MVP Golf Pencils

MSRP $0.75

Never be without your MVP Golf Pencils. Keep score
and represent MVP Disc Sports through every round
that you play.

MVP Scorecards

MSRP $1.95

Keep score and represent MVP with the MVP
scorecards. The come with full color printed Circuit
Events header and enough room for everyone during
your disc golf rounds.
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MVP “Tesla” License Plate

MSRP $4.95

Show off your favorite disc golf brand with the new MVP
“Tesla” License Plate. The plate is adorned with the iconic
Tesla disc that will surely electrify the front of your ride.
License plate measures 6”x12”.

MVP “Electrify” Mouse Pad

MSRP $4.95

Electrify your game and bring MVP with you from the course
and into the office with the MVP mouse pad. The low drag
full-color screen printed pad features the MVP Volt fairway
driver and can bring a little more disc golf to your home or
office.

MVP Shipping Boxes

MSRP $1.95

MVP fans and collectors make up a huge international
community of dealers and traders. Gyronauts and
shippers want their plastic to survive each mailing trip
unscathed, and to that end MVP is offering shipping
boxes for every size shipment. These are not for retail
resale, but we believe that shipping to your customers in
an MVP-branded box will increase loyalty to your outlet
versus dealers who ship with unbranded methods, as
your buyers will then reuse MVP boxes to ship their
personal trades. Think inside the box with high
quality secure shipping, but let that box reflect the
beloved GYRO® within.
Sizes include: Single Disc Box, Double Disc Box, Small
Mailing Box (8.5 x 8.5 x 4”, 5-7 discs each), Small Cube
Box (8.5 x 8.5 x 8.5”, 12-15 discs each), and Large
Storage Box with handles (17 x 8.5 x 8.5” with handles,
25-30 discs each). Each box size comes in a pack
of 20.

MVP Vinyl Banners

MSRP $12.00

A full lineup of banners featuring MVP Axiom , and
Streamline Discs brands. Perfect for any shop or
superfan! Featuring new Plastics Technology, Axiom
Renaissance banners.

A. Streamline Discs Banner- 2’x6’
B. MVP “Plastics Technology” Banner- 2’x6’
C. Axiom “Renaissance” Banner- 2’x6’
D. MVP Banner- 2’x6’
E. MVP “Electrify” Banner -2’x4’
F. Axiom “Geometry” Banner 2’x4’

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
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Flight System Posters 12”x24” Lineup

Free with order

The flight charts developed by MVP show players of all skill
levels how a disc may fly for them before they try it, leading to
more informed and satisfied customers. Both posters include
our “Easy Select” suggestions for each disc class, for the best
recommendation for GYRO® initiates.

Basket Lineup Poster 12”x24”

Free with order

New poster featuring the entire lineup of Black Hole® and
Axiom Pro Baskets in scale to one another. Allow your
customers to learn about specifications and standard MSRP
for each one.

MVP Product Display Rack System

Base $150.00

We’ve engineered the MVP Retail Display Rack to look
great and do a better job of helping your buyers shop
for plastic. Our Easy Access style of arranging discs
horizontally takes up less space and allows shoppers
to quickly see and grab ANY disc off the rack.

The MVP Retail Display Rack will be FREE with any
wholesale order of 300 or more discs. On your order
of 300 or more discs, you must enter a quantity of 1
into the order form field for Retail Display Racks, and
the wholesale cost of the rack will be credited in your
order total.
Free with 300-disc orders

Retail Display Grid

Base $150.00

Retail Display Holder
Retail Display Holder: Slatboard and Pegboard Compatible
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MSRP $80

Perfect for indoor/outdoor use for shops and events.
Low cost and nice margin for retail sales to fans!
250cm x 60cm
100 disc orders (mix of any brand) get a FREE Banner
200 disc orders get a FREE Feather Flag
300 disc orders get a FREE Retail Display Rack

Large Feather Flags

MSRP $179.95

Elevate your event with the MVP Large Feather
Flag! This eye-catching 13.5-foot feather flag is
perfect for use to direct players to tournament
central or the tee box.
410cm x 80cm
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Feather Flags
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6599 West Euclid St.
Marlette, MI 48453
www.mvpdiscsports.com
sales@mvpdiscsports.com
844-MVP-DISC (687-3472)
Offering a full lineup of disc golf’s premier brands

